RFP 22-003
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
Thursday, 12/02/2021
VENDOR

CloudaStructure

DataVox

Ford AV

Lakeway

Resolute Partner

STS360

Axis P3245-LV

Verkada CD41

Avigilon several Models

Hanwha Techwin PNDA6081RV

Avigilon 4.0C-H5A-D1IR

Hanwha QND-7082R

$348.00

$487.39

$689-.41 - $1039.10

$263.20

Specs/Requirements
Recommend Indoor Camera
Cost per Each
Recommend Outdoor Camera
Cost per Each

Axis P3245-LVE

Verkada CD51-e

Avigilon several Models

$1,618.94

$693.56

Hanwha Techwin PNOA9081R
$1,917.25
Hanwha Techwin PNM9031RV
$2,868.75

Avigilon 8.0C-H5A-DO1IR
$1,048.72

Provided several options

Avigilon 6TB-32TB

16CH CLOUD ADAPTER

$3632.83-$11,255.33

$223.50

$455.00

$731.39

Axis P3727-PLE

CF81-_ Fisheye

Cost per Each

$810.00

$1,219.39

CVR/NVR

2 option quoted

Cloud Hosted

Cost per Each

$999-$2999

N/A

See pricing clarification

Each camera will have an
annual subsciption

Bullet out door camera
Verkada CB51-E

Camera price includes a 1
time $150.00 recording
license. No annual fees for

$237.00

$853.39

Recommend Panoramic Camera

Notes

Installation Hourly Rate

$125 per hour

Avigilon several Models

Avigilon several Models

Awarded

$65.00

$150.00 per man hours

HANWHA QNV-8080R
$320.32

JENNINGS

$28,098.19

$24,956.19

$45,493.03

$41,232.16

$19,028.48

SUMMIT

$30,270.00

$23,128.93

$52,361.04

$38,190.76

$16,517.63

LANCASTER A

$47,041.20

$40,265.64

$88,120.36

$60,225.35

$33,099.17

EL PASO

$34,460.15

$28,502.47

$61,040.60

$45,460.12

$21,994.75

LANCASTER B

$4,238.57

$4,345.70

$7,737.89

$11,629.84

$3,476.14

NW 24TH

$26,559.91

$20,698.87

$43,100.03

$36,377.66

$13,461.93

HULEN

$50,919.97

$47,429.12

$60,130.52

$62,216.20

$40,456.08

1527 HEMPHILL

$37,428.08

$31,421.13

$68,235.06

$47,278.83

$21,784.08

2716 CULLEN

$20,902.68

$28,958.95

$41,045.79

$32,229.76

$15,888.59

TOTAL COST PER LOCATION

$279,918.75

$249,707.00

$467,264.32

$374,840.68

$185,706.85

Opened by:
NEXT LOW:
LOW:
SAVINGS:
AWARD DATE:

"Bid Tabulation Statement"
All bids submitted for the designated project are reflected on this bid tab sheet. However, the listing of a bid on this sheet should not be
construed as a comment on the responsiveness of such bid or as any indication that MHMR accepts such bid as responsive. MHMR
will make a determination as to the responsiveness of bids submitted based upon compliance with all applicable laws, MHMR Tarrant
guidelines, and project documents, including but not limited to the project specifications and contract documents. The Agency
will notify the successful bidder upon award of the contract and, according to law, all bids received will be available for inspection at that time.
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